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Introduction
Q-Camp welcomes new and returning LGBTQ+ college students to the University of California,
Riverside every Fall Quarter. UCR’s Q-Camp was modeled in 2006 on an all-day Q-Camp
Orientation event at the University of California, San Diego. UCSD adopted Q-Camp from a
Texas A&M University program.
For 15 years, the UCR LGBT Resource Center has hosted in collaboration with Residence Life’s
Stonewall Hall an in-person Q-Qamp Orientation event the Sunday afternoon before the first
full week of classes. Due to the pandemic, Q-Camp moved online in 2020 to a Zoom event.
This document shares an overview of Q-Camp and 2020 assessment results. Q-Camp
successfully builds connections between LGBTQ+ students via ice breakers, speed chatting, and
a student panel Q&A. It promotes center and campus resources, student organizations, and
ways to get involved on-campus via a presentation by center staff and student leaders.
Q-Camp is marketed by Residence Life as a Welcome Week event and campus-wide by Student
Life to all new and returning students. The online registration form also serves to connect
students to the center’s E-Newsletter.
Many center staff have refined Q-Camp over the years. Nancy Jean Tubbs, Toi Thibodeaux, and
Megan Rush developed the most recent versions of Q-Camp. Questions about Q-Camp may be
directed to:
Nancy Jean Tubbs, M.S. (she/her/hers)
Director, LGBT Resource Center
University of California, Riverside
Phone: (951) 827-2267
Email: nancy.tubbs@ucr.edu
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Participation History
Year
Online Registration
2020 Zoom
242
2019
131
2018
119
2017
118
2016
153
2015
104
2014
100
2013
118
2012
106
2011
89
2010
58
2009
54
2008
49
2007
48
2006
44

Attendance
155
107
97
94
98
78
91
92
75
97
47
50
40

Q-Camp 2020 on Zoom
Online Registration Form:
Q-Camp, an orientation to UCR campus life for LGBTQ+ students and their allies, will be held
Sunday, October 4, 2020, from 1:00pm to 3:00pm online. A zoom link will be shared on the
center's Listserv, so please let us know below if you need to be added to our Listserv.
Q-Camp Kits with all kinds of helpful items (doodle notebooks, private eyes for your computer
camera, cleaning cloths, 32 GB USB credit card size flash drive, a comix...) will be mailed to
those participants who complete a post-Q-Camp survey. We will only mail kits to those who
attend the event and give us specific permission on the follow-up form and share their mailing
address.
We also will mail separately a "Love is Love is Love..." t-shirt to those who attend and complete
the post-Q-Camp survey.
If you plan to attend Q-Camp, please register below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

First and Last Name (as you would put on a name tag):
UCR E-mail Address:
Please re-enter UCR email address (do not cut and paste):
Please indicate your student status:
New undergraduate student - freshperson, freshwoman, freshman
New undergraduate student - transfer
New graduate student
Current undergraduate student
Current graduate student
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Staff/Faculty
Partner of UCR individual
5. If you would like to join one of the center's listservs and receive a weekly email update,
please let us know below:
I am already on your listserv
No thanks
Listerv for Undergraduate students
Listserv for Graduate students
Listserv for Staff
Listserv for Faculty
6. T-Shirt Size:
[8 size options]
I do not wear T-shirts
7. (Optional) What do you hope to learn at Q-Camp?
Zoom Schedule:
1:00pm
Background Music
1:10pm
Welcome and Introductions from staff
1:15pm
Speed Chat
5 ppl per room, 5 minutes, 4 Rounds
1:35pm
PowerPoint – center and resources
2:05pm
BREAK
2:15pm
PowerPoint – student leaders
2:45pm
Feedback Form
3:00pm
Q&A with Staff & Students - Optional extension
PowerPoint Topics:
1. Agenda
2. LGBT Resource Center Pro Staff
3. Guidebook App
4. Controlling Your Campus Identity
5. Update Your Demographics
6. Community Agreements
7. Follow LGBTRC on Social Media
8. Social Media Policy
9. LGBTRC Listservs
10. Virtual Lounge Hours
11. Tuesday Talks
12. Humpday Happenings
13. LGBTRC Drop-In Hours
14. Trans Remembrance Display
15. Regional Conferences / Retreats
16. Discission Groups: BlaqOUT, Trans
Group, etc
17. Community OUTreach Educators /
CORE

18. Lambda Celebration
19. Hate/Bias Response
20. Basic Needs Resources
21. LGBT Resource Center Student Staff
22. Ace of Clubs
23. Drag Club at UCR
24. Health Queers
25. Kink Club
26. La Familia de UCR / LaFa
27. oSTEM
28. Queer Alliance / QA
29. Queer Association of API’s / QAAPI
30. Queer Graduate Student Association
/ QGSA
31. Queer & Trans People of Color /
QTPOC
32. Q-Camp Kits, T-Shirts, & Feedback
Form
33. Stay for Panel or Bye!
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List of URL’s for Zoom Chat Box:
• Guidebook App
• Changing your Preferred/Lived Name and your R’Mail Address
• iLearn: Updating Name or Email Address
• Zoom: Changing Default Display Name
• LGBTRC Undergraduate Students ListServ
• LGBTRC Graduate Students Listserv
• Trans Group Doodle Poll
• CORE New Member Application
• Lambda Celebration Video & Slide Show
• Basic Needs Assistance
• Feedback Form
Compare To In-Person Q-Camp Agenda, 1pm-4pm:
1:00pm
Check-in & Welcome (name tags, staff intros, restrooms info, etc)
1:15pm
Icebreaker - “Human Chain” - lock arms with someone based on commonality
1:45pm
Speed Chat
1. Question Every Time: 1 thing about yourself (don’t repeat)
2. Question: If you could have a super-power…
3. Question: If you could change one thing about the world…
4. Question: What kind of social events or volunteering or activism do you enjoy?
2:15pm
PowerPoint, with student leaders from each Student Org and Discussion Group
3:00pm
Break for Pizza
3:15pm
Student Panel of Community OUTreach Educators / CORE members
4:00pm
Use QR Code to give feedback, distribute “Love is Love is Love” T-shirts
4:30pm
Clean up

Q-Camp Kits

Swag mailed to students who attend the online event and complete the feedback form.
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Registration Feedback
N = 242 respondents
Student Status:
34% New undergraduate student - freshperson, freshwoman, freshman
8%
New undergraduate student – transfer
3%
New graduate student
49% Current undergraduate student
6%
Current graduate student
What do you hope to learn at Q-Camp?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

To have a good time with the LGBTQ+ community at UCR.
I hope to learn about the experiences of others while also becoming more involved in the lgbtq+ community
as an ally
Just to connect to other lgbt on campus and know resources
I would like to know about the events and activities :))
I hope to learn about what lgbtrc programs will look like in the coming year with the physical location
continuing to be closed, as well as meet new people and see folks I already know from the center.
I hope to talk to the new students attending Q'Camp and learn about what drove them to picking UCR.
The historical impact the LGBTQ+ community has experienced through a global standpoint. Not just 20th
century America.
I hope to learn about more opportunities for LGBTQ youth on campus
Hope to learn more about the incoming class of 2024 and learn some thing new!
I hope to make new friends, learn how I can participate within my community, and about resources. I am very
excited for this meeting. (:
FRIENDSS
Help out with the new faces
The safe spaces for LGBTQ people like myself to be able to fully express ourselves with out judgement.
I would like to learn how to be an ally.
Everything! I appreciate y'all so much.
AHHHH I just want to meet UCR's LGBTQ+ faculty and other students along with finding out more about the
services offered by the LGBTQ+ center.
Maintaining connections within community
Honestly, number one priority: I want to get that flash drive. I like flash drives. But also, I just want to get to
know what sort of resources there are around here and meet some of the LGBTQ community out here: I'm
coming out of 16 straight years of Catholic school, so it's just a bit unusual, albeit refreshing, to find myself
somewhere with a very visible queer community.
I'd like to know what kind of resources the LGBTQ+ center offers during this pandemic, and I guess, more
information on queer life during this stay-at-home-season.
Resources for LGBT engineering students
I hope to learn about other people's experiences in the LGBTQ community
I would like to learn how to be a better trans ally and I also just want to meet other queer folk.
I hope to learn more and meet new people
How to be a better ally for LGBTQ+ folx!
About the variation in sex, gender, and sexuality among queer folks.
I hope to learn how the organization is doing during the pandemic and how they are going to hold events
Anything
I hope to get to know the people at the LGBT Center more and learn about the opportunities on campus!
I just wanna meet new people and make some friends!
I hope to learn more about the queer community at Q-Camp and get to learn more about the resources
available to me and other students part of the LGBTQ community at UCR.
Inclusivity
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32. I knew very few LGBTQ+ people growing up while I struggled to understand my gender and sexuality, and I
would love to learn about others' experiences that were both similar and different to mine and gain more
insight on how others navigate their identities.
33. I want to know more about queer life at UCR! I’ve been here for a few years and have had a very hard time
making friends and building community outside of my friends in my cohort. I’d like to know more about
advocacy for queer issues on campus, and about opportunities to just socialize. Thanks for offering this
program!
34. I would love to make some more queer friends at UCR! :-)
35. How I can help be a better ally for my future mentees
36. I hope to learn more about the resources that UCR provides and how I can become more involved with the
community.
37. I hope to learn how to be a better ally and maybe figure myself out as I’ve been in a state of questioning for
some time now.
38. I would just like to make new connections with other Queer people :)
39. I hope to learn how to become a better ally to the LGBTQ+ community of UCR students and others who
surround me.
40. Curious to learn about any new info since last year & also meet some new people, potentially see some
familiar faces as well :)
41. I would like to learn more about myself and my identity.
42. Meet people and learn campus resources available for LGBT students. :)
43. More about upcoming events
44. I would like to meet new people, learn how I can achieve my goals, better my life as a transgender person and
the history of the LGBTQ+ community
45. I hope to expand my knowledge of the community by listening to the experiences of others.
46. People and identities :-)
47. I hope to help out students in need!
48. I hope to learn how the LGBT Resource Center will still put on programming in such an uncertain time.
49. Relationship building
50. Community Building
51. I hope to meet people who are in the same community as me.
52. I wanna learn what Q-camp is about and just get to be in a welcoming environment
53. Resources for LGBTQ students.
54. Understanding what I can do as an ally to support the community in the present but also in my future career.
55. I hope to educate myself and become a more welcoming and considerate being to any person.
56. I hope to meet other members of the community and get to know one another.
57. I hope to learn how to be accepting of my sexuality.
58. More about queerness
59. How to become a better ally, and create a safe space for those who are a part of the LGBTQ+ community.
Listen and learn from their experiences, in order to empathize with community. I don't want to be ignorant
towards these matters.
60. I hope to learn about other people’s experiences and learn more about how to properly acknowledge
someone’s label/pronoun :)
61. How can I help as an ally
62. To be Educated more!
63. Yay community!!! I miss the center
64. How to make my friends feel most comfortable with who they are :)
65. I hope to find out what Q-Camp is going to address and create with these participants rather than some
welcoming LGBTQ+ support groups that spread awareness only.
66. Any new information would be great-- I look forward to educating myself in any way I can!
67. How do be a better ally to the LGBTQ+ community.
68. would like to interact and be part of a community that I love so much.
69. About support for latnix queer students
70. How can I help support LGBTQ+ people?
71. How to further explore your identity, and to figure out what your sexual identity is
72. I just wanna know who’s in the community!
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73. I am hoping to know more about the student organizations and the different resources for the lgbtqia+
community.
74. How to get transgender services and support in or around campus ^v^
75. Center listserv
76. I hope to learn more about the historical view of the LGBTQ community (not just 20th century US based).
77. I am not sure. It seems exciting though!
78. To be more accepting of myself and to lessen/get rid of the internalized homophobia I have
79. Learning how to get involved with the program itself and becoming involved with activities and events :)
80. I would love to make some new friends and learn about the community!! :D
81. How to be a better ally :)
82. 1. How to be an ally during covid times 2. Politics affecting the LGBT community 3. Major and or minor laws
that have helped the LGBT community in USA including voting and human rights
83. I hope to learn how to get along with everyone else. No matter where they are from or what sex orientation
they are, I just want to learn to spread love to all people.
84. How to be a better ally for the LGBTQ+ community
85. I hope to gain a new experience and meet people!
86. I just hope to learn more about what services the office campus and what protections are in place for their
queer students
87. I hope to learn how to be a better ally. My whole reason for signing up for Q-Camp is to learn how to better
support the LGBTQ+ community both on and off campus!
88. How I am able to build a safe space for my fellow queer individuals on campus and to meet cool people!
89. Different resources LGBTQ students have at ucr
90. How to best strike up conversations around sexuality.
91. Everything about lgbtq+. I am not familiar with concepts and labels
92. I think I just want to have more of a sense of community with likeminded individuals who also go to UCR.
93. I hope to connect with other LGBTQ students and learn how to navigate coming out
94. I’m hoping to learn how to better accept myself and others for their preferences and identities.
95. More way to be a better ally!!
96. I hope to learn more about the resources on campus
97. I hope to learn more about the LGBTQ+ resources at UCR :)
98. Just a little bit more about the queer/lgbtqi+ community here at UCR.
99. More about LGBTQ+ lifestyle/ culture, and about how people identify
100.About the LGBT+ community on campus!
101.Ways to become a better ally :)
102.I vaguely know about LGBTQ Community and hope to learn more and develop a deeper understanding and
learn to help anyone who may be struggling to be themselves.
103.I'd like to meet new/incoming LGBTQ students.
104.Resources for graduate students
105.Guidance and sense of community
106.I HOPE TO LEARN HOW TO BE A BETTER ALLY!
107.I’m hoping to learn more and feel aware of different issues that may affect our LGBTQ+ students. I’m excited
to meet new people!
108.Be introduced to other LGBTQ+ orgs on campus as well as meet new people
109.Resources for queer students.
110.I hope to learn and interact with other individuals.
111.I just hope to meet new people and refresh my existing knowledge (:
112.I want to learn more about the resources available on campus.
113.Getting to know the LGBTQ+ Community on campus and make some Queer Friends!
114.I hope to learn about ways I can educate people on asexuality.
115.I hope to learn in what way I could give back my community.
116.I hope to find new safe places and people to express myself in order to feel comfortable and a part of the UCR
campus.
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Post-Event Assessment
155 ppl (242 online registrations)
N = 118 respondents
I am satisfied with Q-Camp.
78%
22%

Strongly Agree
Agree

I learned valuable information from Q-Camp.
79%
21%

Strongly Agree
Agree

As a result of attending Q-Camp I learned more about the LGBTQ+ community at UCR.
80%
19%
1%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither Agree nor Disagree

Demographics
Note: More details on gender identity, sexual orientation, and race/ethnicity qualitative
responses recorded below.
Do you identify as Transgender?
17%
76%
7%

Yes
No
I prefer not to answer

Do you identify as a Person of Color (POC)?
70%
23%
7%

Yes
No
I prefer not to answer

What year are you?
36%
9%
24%
24%
2%
5%

1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th + year
Grad student

What did you like the most about Q-Camp?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I loved learning with the resources and opportunities through the clubs we have here at UCR. I think its
important to have a moment to reconnect with this community. Unity is important.
The ability to see everyone's smiling faces
I learned valuable information, especially about all the steps one could take to have the most accurate name
on most of their school information.
The community
I liked how organized and informative it was.
Everything
8

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

It was awesome talking to new people. It helped me feel social
Seeing familiar faces
I loved seeing the different "sub-organizations" that are within the LGBTQ+ community at UCR.
Learning about the different clubs.
Speed-chatting
I liked how all the organizations and resources were mentioned
I love the opportunity given to student orgs to tell students about their plans for the quarter/year.
I really liked the speed meet and greet. It was a great way to meet many people at once and it wasn't as
awkward as I had expected it to be. I consider it a good experience along with learning about all the resources.
I genuinely loved the atmosphere created. Thank you :)
I really enjoyed learning about the different programs here at UCR and at the LGBTQ+ center.
I liked the various information that was provided.
I loved meeting more LGBT people! I'm asexual and nonbinary and didn't have the same support before
attending UCR. It's so nice to know that these resources are available.
The speed friending.
I liked learning about the different clubs on campus!
I liked having the opportunity to introduce ourselves in small groups. The chance to chat in smaller groups
made it feel more personal despite it being digital.
Meeting other students, gaining info on resources provided by a community I am part of. :)
The extensive amount of inclusive resources the queer community in ucr offers :)
The people and information
I liked getting to know the people at the LGBTQ+ resource center, and getting to know all the different types
of clubs offered here. Will definitely be trying to get involved in some of them.
The energy that was created and the kindness that everyone showed.
I liked learning about the different LGBTQ+ clubs at UCR. I felt a greater sense of community now that I have
found students who are just like me.
The friendly, informative and supportive group leaders and existing and new members. It was a very positive
experience.
The information about the clubs offered at UCR
The quick little meet ups were fun, and I learned some good information from other students
it showcased a lot of resources and gave us the opportunities to interact with fellow lgbt+ students.
I liked the resources the most and that there is a report form for hate crimes.
I loved the speed meeting opportunities that linked more LBGT students on our campus. It helped us meet
new friends. I also enjoyed meeting with new groups on campus. I now know what groups to join.
The presentations that plugged us in with the LGBTQ+ related resources and programs.
I loved all of it, it was so informative and welcoming!
I loved seeing all of the organizations that support and empower students that are part of the LGBTQ+
community! I was so surprised to see how many there were
The community event in an online environment was wonderful!
I loved that we were able to talk and build community with other students at the beginning of the Zoom. It
really helped me feel better and loosen up and be comfortable.
speedchatting
It was amazing to see so many new faces, also the student org. section was very informative. I'll be checking
that.
Learning how can I be part of the community as an ally
I liked meeting people through the speed breakout rooms and talking to people that are in the same
community as me. It was really nice getting to know people.
The new faces!
The fact that I learned about the resources available at UCR and how there is clubs that welcoming
The PEOPLE! <3
It was so nice to hear from all the different clubs and the breakout rooms were comfortable and fun!
The people and the information.
Inclusivity of asexual and aromantic people (like me)
The resources for LGBTQ+ and allies
The speed round of introducing each other to new people.
The safe environment it provided
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51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

I liked the speed chat I got to meet a lot of new people.
I liked the speed friending at the beginning and the safety resources that were given
Seeing all the faces
the welcoming environment :)
Speed Friendship
Community building and meeting the heads of the Queer club organizations.
Learning about the different events that will be happening
Getting to know all the LGBTQ+ club on campus
Friendly vibes. I've been trapped in my room so it's nice to see other queer people
the speedy chats
I loved being introduced to queer student organizations and be informed about programs offered by the
LGBTQ+ Center.
62. I liked the speed chatting! It was a lot of fun meeting different people.
63. I really enjoyed the speed friend meeting groups because it made me meet more people in my major and
meet people with common interests.
64. The speed chatting and all of the hosts.
65. Meeting new people and feeling included.
66. I liked the breakout rooms and meeting all these new faces.
67. I feel this went faster and liked the quick run down of clubs via online!
68. The sense of belonging to a beautiful community.
69. Tshirts
70. I liked how we took the time to introduce everyone and it was a comfortable space
71. The community
72. Learning more about the organizations focused on empowering our LGBTQ+ community
73. I liked being able to talk to and meet other LGBTQ+ folks.
74. I liked briefly getting to know people of the LGBTQ+ community
75. The speed friending
76. Nice to hear about organizations, resources
77. Getting to know more people and finding out about the clubs on campus
78. I liked that as soon I joined the zoom I felt very comfortable being there and that you guys made us feel safe
and not pressured to show our faces etc.
79. I liked speed chatting I felt it was really fun and made it easier to talk to people and get out of my comfort
zone.
80. It was very well-organized and thorough
81. Learning about LGBTQ+ student led clubs
82. Getting to know are the resources available
83. The breakout rooms and meeting new folks on campus. The sharing of clubs and resources for us to access
84. Learning about various resources on campus
85. I didn't know there were conferences for people who are Latinx and identify as queer.
86. I really liked the speed talking portion because I got to meet so many new people
87. I enjoyed learning more about different orgs that I can get involved with.
88. The speed chat and learning about the resources we have as a community.
89. the different groups that have the ability to share
90. Getting to meet everyone! And learning so much about the information!
91. The student orgs!!!
92. The speed chat.
93. I love to meet other people and finally connect to the people from the LGBTRC
94. I liked the speed friending. It was really cute.
95. I liked the speed chat at the beginning and the section with all clubs speaking.
96. Organized very well
97. I liked the kindness and sense of community I felt during QCamp.
98. Learning about student orgs
99. I loved the small meetings we had at the beginning. It was nice meeting new people.
100.Speed talk
101.I enjoyed learning about the clubs
102.Ice Breaker
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103.Meeting new people and learning about resources
104.I liked all the resources given during the Q-Camp and the welcoming of all staff and members.
105.The speed greeting
106.The speed chatting
107.I liked that they mentioned info about Ace of Clubs!!
108.Meeting new people
109.The variety of events and intersectional activities I learned about
110.Getting to know the new students coming in and giving them advice in these difficult times
111.I enjoyed the breakout rooms and meeting many different people. I felt very safe
112.The breakout rooms at the beginning. I was surprised how social it was.
113.I liked learning about the different organizations
114.I liked meeting other students
115.I like the breakout rooms

What was least helpful about Q-Camp?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

I think everything was great so far!
I believe every piece of information shared was helpful
I’m not sure if the break out session was helpful for me due to having poor internet connection.
Nothing to be honest
I thought everything was helpful.
All info was helpful
mm not enough time for break out rooms!
None, it all seemed helpful! :)
I didn't think anything was nonhelpful, but there was some information that did not apply to me. I think it is
great that Q-Camp offers so many resources to their students.
Everything was helpful.
I think everything was really helpful in Q-Camp
Everything about Q-Camp was useful, I'm not sure I can say anything was "least helpful."
Everything was helpful :)
It was satisfactory.
I think having some guiding "ice-breaker" questions in the speed chatting would have been helpful.
The entire presentation was helpful. The only thing I would critique is how the slides weren’t changed to fit
the group presenting.
I think it was because it was virtual but the speed chatting didn't really do anything for me
Everything I was curious and needed help on was answered without me asking so nothing really.
Nothing at all.
It was great, nothing!!
I don't think there's anything that was least helpful, everything was pretty informative.
Nothing, everything was helpful.
All went well.
Everything was helpful
Although it was fun, there was perhaps too much of the little meet ups.
I feel there could have been more time for interactions given the online setting.
Everything was great, nothing notable to say.
I don't think anything, but I did come in a little late so I missed the first thirty minutes.
Nothing, all of Q-Camp was so helpful <333
There weren't many resources for allies, specifically on how to do our part for the community
Nothing. Everything was really good information
i think it was all helpful, especially for newcomers
IT WAS ALL HELPFUL!!
Everything was helpful
Everything was very helpful about Q-Camp!
The online experience:(
I believed everything was helpful and knowledgeable
The fact that we're doing it in quarantine :/
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39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.

Honestly, nothing! I think everything was helpful.
Break out rooms
I like everything I have heard
I don’t think there was anything that wasn't helpful
Everything was helpful to me:)
Nothing was particularly unhelpful
everything went kind of quick
I believe everything was very helpful
Nothing, it was an amazing interaction.
Probably the speed friending because it was just so fast :P
Mostly just the stuff that wasn't relevant to me
All of it was pretty informative so I don’t really know what to say for this.
All resources were really helpful for me!
Everything was really helpful :)
Nothing, it was perfect.
Not applicable; it exceeded my expectations.
I’m happy with it!
I think it was fine
I found everything helpful
Nothing was least helpful -- the resources were all useful
Nah, it was all good.
I don't think that there was anything that wasn't helpful. All the information was amazingly helpful
I don't have any complaints.
I feel that everything was really helpful
The speed meeting was a little overwhelming but that might just be the result of my social anxiety
Basic needs resources
I can't think of anything
I think pretty much all of it was helpful. We got a lot of good information
Everything was pretty helpful
Everything was incredibly helpful
N/A, everything was valuable!
The speed chatting time.
Nothing!!! This largely helps connects other folks who want to get involved in the community
Everything was useful to different people so even if something didn't apply to me, it helped others.
I don't think there was anything unhelpful about qcamp to be honest.
Taking questions in the chat seemed to be a little inefficient considering everyone was enthusiastically talking.
I can't really think of any.
Nothing really
I wish the speedy rounds were longer
The links for the different groups were a scattered
Nothing! Everything was extremely helpful :)
Idk
Some of the details of the resources on campus
The least helpful was just that it couldn't have been in person :(
There were a LOT of clubs, i was kind of bored a little...
Introductions?
I enjoyed all of it. :)
Nothing I can think about
Everything went great!

Please provide any additional feedback about Q-Camp.
1.
2.
3.
4.

I would say that we should have a conversation about how important it is to vote.
Thank you for the opportunity to be in community
I think the powerpoints made it much easier for me to understand the information.
it was fun, we could have used a little more ice breakers.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

I’m happy I got to see you all :)
I loved it. I met some wonderful people.
Give some starting points to talk about during breakout room sessions.
I really enjoyed Q-Camp. It helped me to meet some new people and to feel more involved with UCR despite
being at home.
Q-Camp was wonderful this year! Even as a returning student, I learned a few new things!
10/10 y'all did amazing, i appreciate the effort put into providing everyone with these resources
Good job :)
I would like to have representation of First Nations/Indigenous peoples.
Q-Camp was resourceful and hit all the right spots. Glad I attended!
A huge compendium of the links for all the clubs and stuff would be more helpful then just them dropping it in
the chat
Y'all were amazing with presentations, I was going to say sending the slides used. But remembered the
Highlanderlink :)
Despite the restrictions we have because of the pandemic, i still felt the inclusion of the community and
everyone’s determination to help us out
I loved it. I met some wonderful people.
I wish the speed rounds where a little longer!
The apps and resources provided to help support hate crimes against students were helpful.
The breakout rooms should have more people in them
Besides technical issues with the zoom link, there's not much to say.
I know this would have been a better experience in person but great job LGBTRC ! Wonderful event!
Maybe a little more time to interact with each other.
I would only ask that for the next Q-Camp if you could include some more info on how to be a better ally
Q-Camp was awesome! Everyone was incredibly respectful!
<3
It was wonderful, I only wish the speed meetings were longer.
in a virtual environment, speed chatting opportunities are really appreciated. thank you
I felt pretty comfortable with the break-out rooms, I recommend it as a tool to engage in future meetings
It would be nice to have even more breakout rooms in case it is online next time as well.
Thanks for all your help and many resources! Always appreciated!
So much fun, and it was very comfortable as a relatively new member of the community. Fantastic job.
It was all great!
More activities that have member participation!
The music is fine, but make it less like elevator music and more like calm or white noise types
Great safe space
Glad we had a break
Thanks for doing this
I am amazed this school has a kink club I love it
I would really have liked to learn more about the staff and TA's
More time to interact with other students.
Love how organized it is.
Have a separate document with links that could be saved to google docs or something like that.
Once again, not applicable.
I MISSSSSS YOUUUUU
Thanks for the time!
Maybe next time It could be on a Friday
I can't wait to see you guys again!
I would recommend that the speed chatting if it continues being virtual that the break out groups be a bit
larger than 5 people.
It was great to be in a (virtual) space with so many fellow queers
satisfied with pretty much all about Q-Camp.
loved the speed chats
Maybe less presentations. Sometimes presentation can tire folks out.
I liked it.
Thank you for having an interactive portion!
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56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

I felt that the speed talking part was just a little too short.
i thought it was pretty insightful
It was a great session and I enjoyed it.
I though it was really helpful and inclusive.
N/A, the agenda and structure of the entire event was easy to follow, and loved attending!
More segments?
I appreciated it and have no feedback.
Y’all are amazing!!!
Maybe add the club's social medias on the powerpoints.
I would've appreciated more of a social aspect but I know that's hard
i enjoyed it quite a bit
I love the music
More time in the greeting time
It was really good to know that there’s other ppl like me! very cool
I wish that we had more time to converse with other students.

Demographics – Qualitative
What is your sexual orientation?
Asexual x 3
Asexual Aromantic
Aroace
Biromantic Asexual
Asexual/Greyromantic (I also call myself queer on occasion)
Bi/Pan/Questioning
Bisexual x 28
Sexually Fluid/Bisexual
I use no labels but it is close to bisexuality
Pansexual x 10
Panromantic Asexual
Panromantic Demisexual
Demi-Pansexual
I am Omniromantic, Pansexual, and Demisexual.
Demisexual
Lesbian x 5
Gay x 18
Gay (but as an umbrella term, I'm not straight but I don't feel like I fit the bi or pan label)
Gay/Ace
Gay/Homosexual
Homosexual
Queer x 14
LGBT
Questioning/Undecided x 6
Straight? Maybe Bi
Straight/ Heterosexual x 14
Cishet
Decline to state
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What is your gender identity?
Female x 37
Woman x 9
Cis Female x 6
Cis Woman x 4
Girl
A work in progress, femme
Man/Male x 23
Cis Male x 5
Genderqueer x 2
Genderfluid x 3
Genderfluid? Still figuring it out
I haven't figured it out yet, but most likely I am greygender. :)
Nonbinary x 8
Nonbinary and/or gender fluid
Nonbinary man
Nonbinary folx
Nonbinary transmasculine
Nonbinary/genderfluid/transmasc
Queer
Trans
Trans Girl
Trans Male x 2
Trans Masc
Transgender Man, FTM
Transmasc Nonbinary
Cisgender x 2
Questioning, male or nonbinary
Questioning
What is your Race/Ethnicity?
African American
Black
Black/Latinx
Chicana
Chicanx
Hispanic x 18
Hispanic Origin x 2
Hispanic/Mexican
Latina/o / Hispanic x 3
Hispanic / Latina/o x 5
Latina/o x 10
Latina/Mexican
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Latina/Chicana
Latinx x 8
Latinx, First Generation Ecuadorian
Latinx/Hispanic
Colombian
Mexican x 6
Mexican-American x 2
Nicaraguan
Salvadorian
Latino – White
Chicano/White
White/Hispanic
White/Hispanic
Mixed White/Latinx
Mixed x 3
Hispanic/Asian
Chicano, Asian, White, Pacific Islander, Native American, and White
Cherokee / Caucasian
Native American
Race um.. I am not white but also not Native American so both and neither? Ethnicity? I hope
Latinx is an ethnicity.
Middle Eastern
South Asian/Indian x 2
Asian x 8
Asian: Laotian
Asian: Thai Chinese
Asian/Chinese
Asian/Vietnamese
Chinese
Filipino x 2
Filipino-American
Filipino/Spanish
Filipino/White
Vietnamese
White x 12
White/Caucasian x 2
white/European ancestry
White/Georgian
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